Autism Parent Support Group

Sponsored by the Stanford Autism Center at Packard Children's Hospital

Parents of children with autism face a unique set of challenges. The opportunity to connect with other families who have been through similar experiences can be a valuable form of support.

Join our monthly support group!

Topics for discussion will include:

* Advocating for your child
* Dealing with the impact on the entire family
* Navigating school and learning issues
* Investigating treatment options and resources

NOTE: The support group is not intended to serve as therapy or other mental health services. Adults only please. No childcare is provided, and we cannot have unattended children in the building. Thank you.

2019 - 2020 Meetings

Second Monday’s from 7:00 – 9:00pm

2019

September 9
October 14
November 18
December 9

2020

January 13
February 10
March 9
April 13
May 11
June 8

The Stanford Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences Building at 401 Quarry Rd, Stanford, CA 94305

Meetings in English and Spanish, follow signs in the lobby for room location

ADULTS ONLY Please

Facilitators: Prerana Sangani & Lara Sandora